Freedom Ship

You are beginning to understand the Freedom Ship concept of a massive ocean- going vessel. With a design length of 4,
feet, a width of feet, and a.Over the years, the design of Freedom Ship has evolved to reflect the times and create an
architectural atmosphere that fosters a vibrant, unique, and.Freedom Ship was a floating city project initially proposed in
the late s. It was so named because of the "free" international lifestyle facilitated by a mobile.Freedom Ship is a highly
innovative maritime housing project conceptualized by an American engineering pioneer, Norman Nixon. The
project.The Floating city project is resurrected as the internet media backs it for a new hope. Freedom ship currently
seeks funding support to set it.Freedom Ship will be the world's first floating city and is close to start of
construction!.Named Freedom Ship International, the project was the brainchild of a Sarasota, Fla. engineer named
Norman Nixon. "As soon as we get this.Freedom Ship will have 17, residential units and will be home to more than 60,
people, including residents and all of the personnel that will be required.Designed by the Florida-based Freedom Ship
International (FSI), the vessel is set to cost $10 billion and weigh million tonnes.The Freedom Ship, which will be too
big to dock in any port, will have an airport, schools and.Aimed at creating the world's first 'mobile community',
Freedom Ship will be a mile long and 25 storeys high.At more than a mile long, 25 stories high, and three city blocks
wide, the Freedom Ship would be the largest vessel in the world, the size of a.The Freedom Ship project is not only
building the biggest ship in the world, but creating a unique mobile community -cosmopolitan, international.World's
first floating city back on course. A plane takes off from the landing strip on top of the Freedom Ship. The finished
vessel would be so big.The world's first floating city is soon to become a reality. The US$ 10 billion Freedom Ship will
be big enough to fit 50, residents, 30, visitors, schools, .Freedom is the first ship with Camp Ocean, replacing Camp
Carnival as the onboard children's program, and the first ship with Bookville, a reading room and .Vessel details:
FREEDOM. Discover the vessel's basic Details, including the vessel IMO / vessel MMSI and vessel Call Sign. Type:
Vehicles.World Wide Metric discusses the construction of the Freedom Ship, a floating community that will move
around the world.An ambitious plan to build a "Freedom Ship" capable of housing 50, people on a free-floating 'nation'
is seeking $10 billion in funding.
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